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Glossary and Hoofnotes 

Moose Words and Their English Equivalents

Parental Warning! This book contains moose grammar, spelling, and

usage, all of which have been known to scrumble up the human brain!

Although this text has been painstakingly translated from the original Moose, it 
contains many traces of Piney Woods English, a dialect generally used by Aroostic
County Mooses in northern Maine. Piney Woods words have been designated by
hoofnotes ( ) in the text, and are defined below.

Amunals: animals, especially furry ani-
mals of the Northern Piney Woods

Angrified: angry 

Branglebush: A bush that grows in the
Northern Piney Woods. Its stickers are
so stickery that any amunal who passes
nearby is likely to become distremely
entangled.

Chubbified: Chubby (although Mooses
now consider it more politically correct
to use the phrase “differently weighted.”)

Deceptions (see Extra Sensory
Deceptions)

Demember: remember (over and over
again, from now on!)

Distremely: extremely

Drowndify: to drown

Dwarfy: of, about, concerning, referenc-
ing, referring or pertaining to, dwarfs.

Extra Sensory Deceptions: Special,
sneaky, magical, telepathical and thor-
oughly reprehensible witchly powers.

Filthified: repulsively and disgustingly
unclean

Glop (see Wudgies of Glop)

Incarceration: incarnation. Mooses
believe that after they die, they can
move their moosely souls into other
amunal bodies. They call this re-incar-
ceration. If they are very good, they
can eventually give up being re-incar-
cerated, and get to be Everywhere at
Once.

Never Afterwords: A standard ending
for Moose Tales. It means that the story
is over, and there are no more words to
say about that!

Snaggled: intricately and thoroughly
entangled

Unconshable: unconscious

Wudgies of Glop: Wudgies are little
ugly gnarley blobs. Glop is any myste-
rious, disgusting, foul-smelling sticky
stuff. Wudgies of glop are things you
do not want to look at, let alone have
in your hair! Yug!



           Far away in the Northern Piney Woods there lives a storyteller named

           Maynard Moose. Every full moon in the forest, the animals come from

            near and far to hear him tell the old Mother Moose Tales, handed

             down so long ago. Young and old, big and small, fur and feather, the

          woodland creatures gather round and settle down on moss and branch

    … and log to listen



           Did you ever hear a story that would go on and on,

         and when you would get to the end you would

        scratch your hairs and ask yourself, “Gee, what was

         that all about?” And no matter how much you would

          ask yourself, you still would not know? Well, here is a

         story just like that! It is called Rapunzel and the

 Seven Dwarfs.

         … Once upon a time, a long, long time ago



…      there was a girl named Punzel
    with long, long goldie hair.



              Her hair was so long that it drag out from behind of her along the

            ground. It get dragged through mud puddles, and kids run over it on

     —    their bicycles, and it become distremely filthified all full of sticks

        . and twigs and little nastified little wudgies of glop



             This was driving Punzel bananas! So one day, she decide to go to the

              witch’s place to see if there was some kind of magic spell or gel that

    could keep her hairs clean.
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